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Great Planes Trading Company Presents 

2016 FALL ANTIQUE TOOL AUCTION 

September 24, 2016, 9:30 AM 
Lions Club 

4835 Central School Road 

St. Charles (St. Louis), MO 63304 

(Preview Friday 2-6 PM, Saturday 7 to 9:30 AM) 

 

______  1  Two Keen Kutter claw hammers, including K621 with original handle and fine etch, fine 

overall; and a larger one with Keen Kutter logo on side of head, handle may be original but 

the end to too dinged up make out a model number, very good overall.  

______  2  Set of 14 Keen Kutter auger bits in original wood box with partial paper label inside. 

______  3  Fine KR10 Keen Kutter ratchet brace, complete with nice nickel and handles.  

______  4  Keen Kutter KK4 1/2C wide smooth plane, complete and fine overall. 

______  5  Keen Kutter K5C iron jack plane, fine tote and knob, very good cutter, very good overall. 

______  6  Keen Kutter lathing hatchet & ratchet brace: KGR10 lathing hatchet with original handle, 

very good; and a KR10 ratchet brace, complete and very good. 

______  7  Keen Kutter K5 iron jack plane, fine rosewood tote and low knob, very good KK blade, very 

good overall. 

______  8  FINE Keen Kutter KR10 ratchet brace, perfect nickel and beautiful wood. Looks new. 

______  9  Pair of Keen Kutter iron jack planes K5 & K5C; the K5 is complete and fine; the K5C has the 

top of the frog broken off along with the lateral lever, it is otherwise complete and still 

usable. 

______  10  Pair of hand saws including a Simonds 26-inch, both have light rust but will clean to good or 

better usable condition. 

______  11  Keen Kutter K5 1/2C wide jack plane, tote broken and glued, good knob, good blade, very 

good overall. 

______  12  Pair of hand saws including 26-in. 6ppi Keen Kutter rip saw, a few patches of rust, will clean 

to very good; and a 26-inch 8ppi blade crosscut saw, very good overall. 

______  13  Keen Kutter K6C iron fore plane, fine rosewood tote and knob, very good blade, fine overall.  

______  14  Winchester No. 3041 transitional smooth plane, proper blade, scuffed but intact tote, good 

knob, very good overall.  

______  15  Keen Kutter KK7C iron jointer plane, dirty, good tote and low knob, less than 50 percent 

japanning, needs major cleaning, will clean to very good. 

______  16  Lot of three Stanley marking gages 64 1/2 complete and very good; 65 in near new condition; 

and a ragged out 61. 

______  17  Keen Kutter K7C iron jointer plane, chip from tote spur, good rosewood tote and knob, 

japanning enhanced, very good overall. 

______  18  Pair Stanley marking gages: #71 & #90: The #71 double beam is missing both brass rub 

blocks but is otherwise very good; and #90 with very good nickel, very good overall. 

______  19  Scarce Stanley #84 razor spokeshave, has hang hole in both handles, very good overall. 

______  20  Stanley #386 jointer gage, V-logo on bracket, complete and fine. 

______  21  Stanley double beam marking gage, Oct. 22, 1872 patent, brass ends, very good overall. 

______  22  Langdon Miter Box Co. jointer gauge for iron planes, great japanning, fine overall. 

______  23  Unusual Stanley #90 steel cased rabbet plane, sides have been opened to allow passage of 

shavings, very good overall.  
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______  24  Three Stanley iron bench planes: Stanley #5 1/4 late model pained blue, complete and very 

good; Unknown make 9-inch smoother with folded steel lateral lever, green paint in bed, BB-

logo Stanley blade, good; and a Victor #1104 complete and near new condition. 

______  25  Two miniature Stanley block planes: #101 and #12-101 pressed steel model, both are very 

good. 

______  26  Stanley #81 cabinet scraper, fine overall (we found a nice SW logo blade for it after photo 

was taken); and #39 1/2-inch early-style dado that is missing the depth stop and the stop 

adjuster screw, and has two holes thru body, good to restore or for parts. 

______  27  Pair of carving mallets including one of rosewood that is really nice, the other has a crack or 

two but is very good. 

______  28  Stanley #289 skew bladed rabbet plane, missing the fence, intact blade and depth stop, both 

spurs worn badly, plane has light rust, will clean to at least good usable condition. 

______  29  Pair of Stanley planes: #100 and #271 router: The #100 has some pitting on sides, blade is 

BB-logo, good overall; and a #271 mini router MADE IN USA, corners drilled for wooden 

bottom to be installed, fine overall. 

______  30  Stanley #12 1/2 cabinet scraper, fine rosewood bottom and handle, fine SW-logo blade, SW 

logo in cap screw, fine overall. 

______  31  Stanley #18 block plane, fine nickel on knuckle jointed cap, nice T-logo blade, fine overall. 

______  32  Stanley #140 skew bladed block plane, good nickel on cap and adjuster screw, good 

rosewood split on one side, good SW-logo blade, very good overall. 

______  33  Ohio Tool Co. 0100 mini block plane with tail handle, Stanley BB-logo blade, very good 

overall. 

______  34  Stanley pocket level for squares, nice brass top, very good overall. 

______  35  Early Stanley #79 side rabbet plane, SW blades, MADE IN USA, never had a fence, 

complete and very good.  

______  36  Stanley HANDYMAN H1203 smooth plane, a few specks of paint have come off the tote, 

otherwise fine. 

______  37  Sargent double ended block plane, circular logo on lightly pitted blade, good overall. 

______  38  Stanley #65 low angle block plane, good Rule and Level Co. blade, model number cast into 

bed below blade, good nickel on lever cap, owners initials scratched into both sides, very 

good overall. 

______  39  Pair of Stanley #80 scraper planes: one is earlier with black japanning; and one later with 

blue that has a SW-logo blade; both complete and very good. 

______  40  Early Stanley #48 tongue & groove plane, has old coat of white wax, rubs off easily, both 

blades intact, very good overall. 

______  41  Early Stanley #46 skew bladed plow with two blades, early beaded knob and rosewood 

handle have been refinished, unslotted fence screws; entire plane has been repainted, very 

good overall. 

______  42  Pair of Stanley #4 trammel points, one with holder for carpenter pencil, very good overall.  

______  43  Lot of 10 Keen Kutter auger bits, all good or better. 

______  44  Stanley #90 bullnose rabbet plane SW blade, fine nickel plating, fine overall. 

______  45  Keen Kutter 7-inch outside spring caliper, complete and very good. 

______  46  Three plastic handled chisels: FULLER 1 1/4-inch; Millers Falls 1/2-inch and Unknown 1-

inch all can be sharpened and used. 

______  47  Keen Kutter pad lock in block & wedge shape, one key included but we cannot get it to work, 

the look looks original to us and very good. 

______  48  Unusual Keen Kutter 3/4-inch corner chisel, has very light pitting, good overall; and a Keen 

Kutter camp hatchet that also has light pitting. 

______  49  Large pair 14-inch Keen Kutter shears/scissors, the etch on one blade is barely visible, the 

Keen Kutter emblem near pivot screw is very good. 
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______  50  Stanley #53 spokeshave with R&L blade, complete and very good. 

______  51  Keen Kutter long handled scraper, Pat. Aug. 9, 1910 (Starrett Patent #966,962), has a few 

paint splatters, very good overall. 

______  52  Pair of Stanley spokeshaves: 51 & 151, both complete and very good. 

______  53  Keen Kutter nickel plated foot for paper dispenser, these were used to support the frame that 

held a big roll of wrapping paper on the counter of the hardware store, has the E.C. 

SIMMONS KEEN KUTTER LOGO on both sides, very good. 

______  54  Lot: Stanley level, butt gage, awl, push drill, and unknown hand chuck with Stanley 04-137 

countersink installed in the chuck, very good. 

______  55  Pair of Keen Kutter emblems: on left is a cast iron emblem that may have come on a piece of 

hardware that Simmons sold, or it could be a reproduction, we have never seen or sold one; 

and a brass model that looks like a cheap sand casting, and not up to the quality you know 

from real Keen Kutter items. 

______  56  Millers Falls "cigar" spokeshave with rosewood handles that have been painted orange, very 

good overall. 

______  57  Unusual Keen Kutter try and miter square, very good overall. 

______  58  Stanley #67 Universal Spokeshave with flat bottom, nice rosewood handles and intact 

ferrules, very good overall. 

______  59  Eight assorted Keen Kutter socket chisels, all have handles but three do not fit the socket very 

well and will need some fettling to make them fit. 

______  60  Nice Stanley #60 double spokeshave, has STANLEY name cast into top on one side and NO. 

60 on other side, good SW logo blades, very good overall. 

______  61  Pair of Keen Kutter hatchets: including KP420 with original handle, very good overall; and a 

GENUINE UNDERHILL with Keen Kutter logo, the handle may be original but is not 

marked, very good overall. 

______  62  Lot: Millers Falls #55 wood scraper in original pasteboard box, a fine tool in a very good 

box. 

______  63  Set of Stanley #1525B countersinks and wood drills, a very good set in a mostly intact box. 

______  64  Fine late model Stanley #60 1/2 low angle block plane with maroon japanning, very good 

overall. 

______  65  Lot of six Stanley chisels: on #1250 and five #750 all in original plastic roll. 

______  66  Pair mini iron block planes similar to Stanley #101; one has Millers Falls blade and is very 

good; the other is marked 104 in rear of bed, and has Stanley BB-logo blade. 

______  67  Stanley #100 tail handled mini block plane, very good overall. 

______  68  Stanley #100 1/2 radiused mini block plane with tail handle, complete and fine. 

______  69  Lot: Stanley HURWOOD No. 20 screwdriver converted into an awl; and six screwdrivers 

including small Stanley flat bladed; Stanley #25; two Stanley SOLID BAR; a large flat 

bladed Stanley with patent date; and a large and very good HURWOOD PAT APR 2, '01, 

with wood handle. 

______  70  Three hand saws including newer Disston D8 with 26-inch 6ppi near new condition; ROYAL 

CROWN "A PERFECTLY BALLANCED SAW No. 191 26-inch rip blade, very good; and a 

Keen Kutter #88 22-inch very good overall. 

______  71  Three handsaws: 22-inch Atkins that has been sharpened a few times and is worn down to the 

etch, good overall; Keen Kutter No. 88 26-inch 5ppi rip saw, complete and very good; 

Disston 26-inch rip, no etch visible, very good.  

______  72  Three Disston hand saws: D-23 with 26-inch 5 1/2ppi rip blade, fine etch, fine overall. 

______  73  Pair of 26-inch Disston D8 handsaws: first has a 5 1/2ppi rip blade, very good overall; second 

is also a rip and is very good overall. 
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______  74  Three Disston hand saws: D-8 with 26-inch 9ppi blade, very good; 26-inch D-23 with 11ppi 

blade, very good; and a D8 rip saw with 26-inch 5ppi blade and thumb hole handle, very 

good overall.  

______  75  Three wooden levels: 30-inch Stanley #3 with both vials intact, stock needs refinishing, good 

overall; 28-inch Stanley #3 complete and good; and a 28-inch Disston Morss with dried out 

laminated stock, level vial dry, poor overall condition. 

______  76  Pair of Stanley transitional fore planes: #29 with BAILEY name cast into front of repainted 

frame, V-logo blade, good overall; and a #29 that has the spur broken off the top of the tote, 

repainted frame, good overall. 

______  77  Four wooden levels: 30-inch Henry Disston & Sons with both vials intact, good overall; early 

Stanley 28-inch plumb & level with a dry plumb vial, has NOV 11, 1852 and JULY 2nd 1872 

patent dates stamped into brass top plate, good overall; 28-inch E.M. CHAPIN with dry 

plumb vial, stock needs refinishing, good overall; and an unknown 26-inch with both vials 

intact, good overall. 

______  78  Pair of transitional jointer planes: 26-inch Stanley #32, tote spur broken off, frame and lever 

cap repainted, will make great user; and a 28-inch #33, both screws holding the frog to the 

stock are stripped as is the screw securing the front knob, tote spur broken off, can be 

restored to usable condition. 

______  79  Stanley #95 brass-bound 26-inch plumb & level, both vials intact, very good overall. 

______  80  Folding barn-beam boring machine, has been repainted and wood refinished, one bit 

included, very good overall. 

______  81  Stanley #55 universal plow plane with all four of the main sections, two depth stops, nickers, 

and one blade, main handle is cracked at bottom rivet, will make decent user with set of 

blades. 

______  82  Stanley VICTOR #20 1/2 adjustable compass plane, good Q-logo blade, very good overall. 

______  83  Pair of transitional jack planes: STANLEY BAILEY #26 with repainted frame and lever cap, 

good V-logo blade, tote spur MIA, very good overall; and a Stanley #27 with Q-logo blade, 

iron parts have been repainted, tote spur reshaped, good overall. 

______  84  Siegley #5C iron jack plane, good SIEGLEY blade, original tote has reshaped spur, initials 

WM stamped into both sides, patent date cast into head of lever cap screw. 

______  85  Three transitional bench planes: Stanley #29 20-inch fore plane, tote spur reshaped, frame 

and cap repainted, good overall; Keen Kutter KK27? jumbo jack, number and logo faintly 

stamped into top of frame near toe, tote spur reshaped, good overall; and an Oak Leaf No. 26 

jack, with good original blade, good overall. 

______  86  Four iron bench planes: Stanley #5 iron jack plane, good rosewood tote, two patent dates 

behind frog, will make good user; PARPLUS-type 9-inch smoother, complete and very good; 

DUNLAP 3DBB 8-inch smoother, complete and very good; and a FULTON 8-inch smoother 

with beaded knob, tote spur broken off and reattached, very good overall. 

______  87  Stanley #36 wide-body transitional smooth plane, complete and very good. 

______  88  Millers Falls No. 502? corner brace with some rust, will clean to very good overall. 

______  89  Pair breast drills: on top is a Goodell Pratt 2-speed with iron frame, the speed selector switch 

is MIA, good overall; and on bottom is an unknown make 2-speed, complete and good 

overall. 

______  90  Scarce ATKINS combined brace and drill with what appears to be the original crank arm, this 

is only the third or fourth that we have come across in 20+ years of tool selling. 

______  91  Pair of iron braces: on the left is a Spofford Patent by the John S. Fray & Co., has some light 

rust, will clean to very good; on right is an unknown make with spring chuck, the spring is 

missing, rust on frame, good overall. 
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______  92  Pair of breast drills: on left is a Yankee No. 1555 ratcheting reversible with chunk of the 

breast plate broken off, wood has been stripped, good overall; and a Millers Falls 2-speed 

with built-in level; intact handles, with light cleaning will be very good. 

______  93  Unusual oscillating valve lapping tool, wooden crank handle is chipped, has spare tips 

attached with piece of wire, very good. 

______  94  LUTHER MILWAUKEE blacksmith or wheelwrights wheel drill, mounted to a piece of 

wood, very good overall. 

______  95  Small wooden or slaw or kraut cutter, very good overall. 

______  96  YALE & TOWNE MFG. key cutting machine mounted to original wooden stand with two 

drawers full of parts, including blank keys, includes original instruction booklet. 

______  97  HINKLEY PATENT KNITTING MACHINE MAY 29, 1866, very good overall. 

______  98  H. CHAPIN UNION FACTORY No. 238 handled screw-arm plow plane, numerous thread 

chips on arms, one blade included, very good overall. 

______  99  Lot of nine wooden molding planes: No. 2 fixed sash, very good; Sandusky Tool Co. No. 47 

narrow bead missing the boxing; Ohio Tool Co. skewed rabbet, good; Sandusky No. 146 

skewed 1 1/4-inch rabbet, very good; BENSEN & CRANNELL No. 8 hollow, missing the 

wedge; Sandusky 1 3/8-inch single iron nosing plane, very good; OHIO TOOL CO. No. 75 

3/4-inch tongue plane, very good; Sandusky Tool grooving plow; AUBURN TOOL CO. NO. 

107 1/8-inch side bead, needs front boxing replaced. 

______  100  AUBURN TOOL CO. handled screw-arm plow plane, one blade included, nice threads on 

arms, very good overall. 

______  101  Stanley #3C Type 11 smooth plane, nice V-logo blade, rosewood tote partially cracked in 

center and will eventually need to be glued, good low knob, very good overall. 

______  102  Stanley #23 transitional smooth plane, unmarked blade and lateral lever is MIA, good overall.  

______  103  Pair 3/4-inch SCIOTO WORKS No. 75 tongue & groove planes, both complete and very 

good. 

______  104  Three drawknives: 7-inch Fulton, very good; 8-inch HIBBARD with pitting and one loose 

handle; and an unknown 8-inch in usable condition. 

______  105  RHINO 14-inch self-adjusting wrench DENVER PAT. 143898, very good. 

______  106  Lot six assorted marking gages including a rosewood marking and mortise gage similar to 

Stanley #77, very good; a Stanley #165; two double beam models, etc. 

______  107  Four smaller pipe wrenches including TRIMO 8-inch; GERMAN? 8-inch; STILLSON 8-inch 

with wooden handle; and unknown make 6-inch with wooden handle, all very good. 

______  108  Lot: DOUGLAS 1-inch corner chisel; cast iron file handle; Yankee screwdriver with one bit; 

and a Yankee No. 41 push drill. 

______  109  Three assorted wrenches: VANDEGRIFT 9-inch adjustable nut wrench with SEPT 7, 97 

patent date, open loop handle, some pitting; unusual pliers for chain or perhaps for making 

hog rings from horseshoe nails, pitted; and a pair of GERMAN? pliers with side cutter, some 

pitting. 

______  110  Six assorted bevels including nice Stanley #18 with 8-inch blade. 

______  111  Lot: BMC MFG CO. Vice Grip-type pliers; advertising ice pick and bottle opener CLINTON 

ICE CR. & ART ICE CO.; cork screw with crude wooden handle; nested screwdriver set; 

another small screwdriver; and small scissor or shear with spring. 

______  112  Lot: Saddler’s hammer; combo carpet stretcher and hammer; and three chisels. 

______  113  Unusual SATURN 17 1/2-inch framing? square with numerous cutouts, only the second one 

we have sold in the past 20 years. 

______  114  VIXEN PATENTED rasp or file, very good and a shallow hack saw frame with wooden 

handle very good. 

______  115  Yankee ratcheting chain drill, complete and very good; plus an unknown make chuck with 

tapered shaft, very good. 
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______  116  Pair of ratchet braces. 

______  117  Four assorted squares: two try squares one by HENRY DISSTON; and two Stanley try and 

miter squares one with rosewood handle and one nickel plated steel. 

______  118  Lot: two cloth tape measures, both cases are very good, the end is missing off one of the 

tapes; a SOUTH BEND stove lid lifter; and an adjustable jar opener marked SUPER-PAR 

SERVICE STATIONS INDIANA-ILL.-MICH.-IOWA, very good. 

______  119  Lot: 12-inch PEXTO end cutters with removable blades; very good; 13-inch offset veterinary 

tooth extractor; and a nickel-plated veterinary? tool marked PARK, DAVIS & CO., very 

good. 

______  120  Set of 13 fine Jackson auger bits in original cloth roll, very good. 

______  121  Lot of five new old stock plane blades by Clifton, Record, and Paragon and two Japanese 

SAMURAI. 

______  122  Lot: Leach Patent saw set, complete and good; and an unknown hammer with tack lifter at 

end of handle, very good. 

______  123  Lot of 15 new old stock bench & block plane blades. 

______  124  Unusual wooden handled socket driver, with Riverside St. Paul Farwell, Ozman, Kirk & Co., 

fine overall. 

______  125  Four new old stock plane blades including Stanley #10 or 10 1/2; Record 2 3/8-inch; another 

RECORD 2-inch; and & KUNZ 2 3/8-inch.  

______  126  Large cabinet-makers tool chest with fancy work on inside of lid, has one sliding till in top, 

new owner will want to add saw box and plane till, very good overall condition. 

______  127  Lot of plane blades and chipbreakers: 9 blades and 8 chipbreakers. 

______  128  Winchester JULY SPECIAL screwdriver, complete and fine; and a hand forged saw wrest. 

______  129  Keen Kutter (Disston) 8-inch rosewood bevel 

______  130  Winchester round brass padlock with two keys, complete and very good. 

______  131  Two Keen Kutter try squares and a Simonds scraper blade, all are fine. 

______  132  Pair of new old stock bench plane blades: one MIFER made in Spain; and a GARANTIE 2 

3/8-inch 

______  133  New old stock Stanley #1 smooth plane blade, with SW logo, fine overall. 

______  134  Keen Kutter nickel plated plier with offset jaws, very good. 

______  135  Three bitstock tools: Keen Kutter screwdriver bit and countersink; and a Hargrave 1/2-in. 

plug cutter, very good. 

______  136  Pair of nickel plated OVB scissors, very good 

______  137  Four WINCHESTER chisels 3 w/original handles and fine; the fourth is dinged up and 

needing a handle. 

______  138  Set of butt markers: two Stanley & Power-Kraft, all very good. 

______  139  RARE AUG 1, '74 hog ringer that makes hog rings out of horseshoeing nails, very good 

overall; plus a Red Devil coping saw. 

______  140  Lot: eight Winchester auger bits; Keen Kutter punch; and a Winchester bench plane blade. 

______  141  Six bench plane parts including #2 tote; two blades for spokeshave NOS; one Wardsmaster 

bench plane blade and two Stanley lever caps.  

______  142  Set of 10 Russell Jennings auger bits in cloth roll, bits are fine. Plus a Stears Patent expansive 

bit. 

______  143  Stanley #6 prelateral iron fore plane, very good. 

______  144  Stanley #10 1/2 carriage maker’s rabbet plane, fine SW logo blade, fine overall. 

______  145  Six planes incl. Liberty Bell No. 122 smoother; homemade wooden smoother; complex 

profile; wide rabbet; two side beads. 

______  146  Stanley #35 transitional smooth plane, good overall. 

______  147  Stanley #5 prelateral iron jack plane, very good. 

______  148  Stanley #58 wing dividers IOB, very good. 
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______  149  Five wooden molding planes: side & center beads; round, tongue. 

______  150  Four wooden molding planes: side bead, round, tongue, fillister. 

______  151  Stanley #93 shoulder plane IOB MADE IN ENG, fine plane in a good box. 

______  152  Seven assorted wooden molding planes: complex, hollow, two side beads, thumb nail? 

______  153  Pair of blacksmith hammers; including top swage, very good. 

______  154  Sargent #1080 combination plow plane in original wooden box with set of blades in a canvas 

roll, a fine and complete plane in a very good box. 

______  155  Stanley No. 141 Millers Patent plow plane, front of skate broken off, good fillister bed, good 

overall. 

______  156  Six wooden planes including five molders incl. Auburn Tool table joint; D.O. CRANE 

complex missing some boxing, etc. 

______  157  Set of blades for Record combination plow plane, like new. 

______  158  Unknown make truing stand that is in fine condition with a Last Word-type dial test indicator 

in original box, all together with some other tooling in an owner made wooden crate with 

hinged lid. 

______  159  Unknown make barn-beam boring machine, one bit included, very good overall condition 

with one bit. 

______  160  Large lot of 23 assorted dividers and calipers. 

______  161  Three Stanley long handled scrapers: #292 that is missing the block of wood and the screw 

that secures it; #82 complete and very good; and a #79, some light rust, very good overall. 

______  162  Unusual Chamberlain patent steel square with a 12-inch Brown & Sharpe scale, very good. 

______  163  Three iron tools needing handles: pick; combination hammer and rounded adz, has two touch 

marks, pitted; and a combination hammer and adz, some pitting. 

______  164  Five assorted die stocks or thread chasers, the two large ones on top have patches of moderate 

to heavy rust. 

______  165  Nicopress No. 31 crimping tool, Pat. 2086400, very good overall. 

______  166  Disston D115 VICTORY with rosewood handle, faint but legible etch, nice handle, very 

good. 

______  167  Nicholson Professional No. 300 hand saw with 26-inch 10ppi blade, near new condition. 

______  168  Disston K6 Challenger hand saw with 26-inch crosscut saw with nice and nice etch of 

speedboat, very good overall. 

______  169  Lot of three hand saws: Simonds No. 10 1/2 with 26-inch 5ppi rip blade, very good overall; 

Unknown make with 26-inch crosscut saw, very good; and an early die stamped SPEAR & 

JACKSON 28-inch rip saw with split-nut handle, handle was painted silver and has one 

crack, good overall. 

______  170  Lot of three hand saws: Atkins No. 53 26-inch 6ppi rip, very good etch and handle, very good 

overall; Disston 26-inch with light pitting on blade, handle has been polyurethaned; and a 26-

inch with CLIPPER etch, good handle with steel plate on one side, very good overall. 

______  171  Three assorted hand saws: Disston 28-inch crosscut with thumb-hole handle, will clean to 

very good; 26-inch SIMONDS 200 with 5 1/2ppi blade, good etch, handle cracked from 

medallion hole all the way thru, very good overall; and a Disston D-23 with 26-inch 8ppi 

blade, nice etch, good handle, very good overall. 

______  172  Stanley tool chest No. 861 with the following tools: Four 750 chisels; Handyman 1545 file; 

nail set; awl; Handyman zig zag rule No. 96; Stanley #741 vise; two Stanley pamphlets; 100 

PLUS #610 hand drill; Stanley 12-004E smooth plane; 220 iron block plane; No. 61 marking 

gage; Stanley 745 cold chisel; two auger bits; Stanley SW No. 780 handsaw; Defiance 1221 

adjustable steel square; 10-inch Stillson wrench; Stanley H111 1/2 claw hammer, all very 

good. 

______  173  Pair of small Keen Kutter printing blocks, both very good.   
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______  174  Handy Man DEFIANCE by Stanley tool box with the following tools: 1221 adjustable steel 

square; 9-inch Defiance smooth plane; Defiance No. 1247 block plane in original pasteboard 

box; DEFIANCE 1291 wooden marking gage; DEFIANCE 1261 tape measure; DEFIANCE 

flat bladed screwdriver; DEFIANCE 1221 hand drill; and a small wooden horn plane that 

likely came out of a child's tool set, box has an intact label inside the lid, very good overall. 

______  175  Nice strapped hammer appears to have been manufactured, there’s a partial name on one side. 

______  176  Large wooden pad brace with one removable pad (no bit), very good overall. 

______  177  Nice combination strapped hammer and adze with nail claw coming off side of adz blade, 

very good overall. 

______  178  Crude iron hack saw with wooden handle. 

______  179  Hand forged drawknife with offset handles, good overall. 

______  180  Unusual thin framing? square with decorative ends to the legs, very nice. 

______  181  Folding handled drawknife with somewhat crude replacement handles, good overall. 

______  182  Hand forged shoe peg float made from an old file. These tools are similar to a tooth float used 

to float horses’ teeth. This one has a wooden handle and is very good. 

______  183  Hand forged drawknife made from an old rasp. 

______  184  Nice homemade wooden cornice plane with sample of the profile that it cuts, very good 

overall. 

______  185  Odd 26-inch hand saw with crude handle attached by three square carriage nuts and a split 

nut securing the early WARRANTED SUPERIOR medallion. 

______  186  Early wedge-arm plow with steel skate riveted to the wooden body, and fence riveted to 

arms, wooden depth stop secured, one blade included, very good overall. 

______  187  Corn knife with 15-inch blade and wooden handle, good overall. 

______  188  Wooden 1-1/8-inch nosing or forkstaff plane, very good overall. 

______  189  Hand forged drawknife with cracked wooden handles, good overall. 

______  190  Continental hand drill with name on crank arm, top handle is loose, good overall. 

______  191  Spofford Patent bit brace with moderate pitting, good overall. 

______  192  Long 21-inch screwdriver with wooden handle and brass ferrule, very good overall. 

______  193  Unusual iron bit brace with two posts supporting the top handle, and large set screw securing 

the bit, good overall. 

______  194  Dresser for whetstones or grinding wheels, nice wooden handle. 

______  195  Iron brace with spring chuck, good wooden handle has been replaced, good overall. 

______  196  Dingelstock or stump anvil, would be driven into a fence post or tree stump and used to bang 

out dings in the edge of a scythe or other harvesting tools that were dinged up by rocks in the 

field. 

______  197  Nice 1 1/4-inch tap and wooden screw box, very good overall. 

______  198  Wooden brace with lead or pewter ring around business end, bit would simply be pushed into 

the bottom and held by friction, top handle was broken and glued and has single strand of 

wire holding it from below. 

______  199  Coopers right handled sun plane, needs cleaning, good overall. 

______  200  Unusual and nice mahogany and brass threshold layout gage, with adjustable steel blades at 

both ends, only the second of this type tool we have ever seen or sold, very good overall.  

______  201  Coopers adjustable saw-tooth croze, very good overall. 

______  202  Large iron brace with crude wooden handle on top, the screw that secures the bit is broken off 

flush with the socket, good overall. 

______  203  Coopers adjustable croze, very good overall. 

______  204  Wooden “hag’s tooth” router, wedge is an improper size, good overall. 

______  205  Pair of small keyhole-type saws with wooden handles, both very good. 

______  206  Two dividers; the pair of left has a screw to lock it in place; the other has a friction joint, both 

very good. 
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______  207  Early 18th Century 22 1/2-inch wooden jointer plane with offset handle, has W. GREAVES 

& SONS single iron, but plane has a mortise cut for a double iron, very good overall.  

______  208  Two forged tools: small bit extension; and a tool that is driven into brick or rocks work to 

hang a plumb line from, very good. 

______  209  Continental 22-inch wooden jointer plane with nice double iron, handle is dovetailed into the 

stock and is easily removable for storage in tool box, very good overall. 

______  210  Three forged bitstock tools: two flat screwdriver bits and a spade bit, all very good. 

______  211  EARLY framing square with hand-stamped numbers, very good. 

______  212  Unusual wooden scale with beveled edge, measures just over 13 1/2-inches, graduated in 

inches and quarter inches, very good. 

______  213  French 25 1/2-inch wooden jointer plane with closed handle, top handle spur has chunk 

missing; good double iron, good overall. 

______  214  Wooden chalk line holder with length of line, good overall. 

______  215  French 23 1/2 inch bench plane with 2 1/2-inch blade that is radiused slightly like a scrub 

plane, has name PICRAUX stamped into side, closed handle, very good overall. 

______  216  Three forged screwdrivers: one made from file with wooden handle and steel ferrule, good 

wooden handle, good overall; one is a blade only made from a BEAVER file or rasp, needs 

handle; and a 26 1/2-inch bitstock screwdriver, some rust, good overall. 

______  217  Two wooden clamps, both well made and very good. 

______  218  Rip saw 26-inches long with crudest wooden handle we’ve ever seen. 

______  219  Pair of forged iron tools: nippers very good; and a twisted awl, very good. 

______  220  Homemade? 30-inch plumb and level with pointed brass top plate, side views for level and 

plumb vials, plumb vials covers and brass plates on ends of stock, well executed, plumb vial 

dry, good overall. 

______  221  Homemade wooden parallel clamp, good overall. 

______  222  Large horned gutter plane with handles fore and aft, good overall. 

______  223  Unusual forged weeder or harvester of some type, good wooden handle, very good overall. 

______  224  Large pitted iron brace with countersink. 

______  225  Nice wooden stair saw, very good overall. 

______  226  Large homemade handled tongue plane, good overall. 

______  227  Small wooden brace, with friction chuck, one bit included. 

______  228  Lot of three forged gouges. 

______  229  Unusual spiral screwdriver, good overall. 

______  230  Pair of forged gouges. 

______  231  L.H. WATTS NEW YORK 3-inch slick with moderate to heavy pitting, needs handle. 

______  232  Three forged wooden handled screwdrivers, all very good. 

______  233  Pair of gouges: one on top is homemade; the bottom one is marked I-L&S, very good. 

______  234  Wooden jointers mallet. 

______  235  Primitive wooden tool tote, has holes in bottom so it’s better suited for decorating unless you 

want to replace a board on the bottom. 

______  236  Small wooden vise that can be used in a steel vise, stake plate or hole in workbench, good 

overall; plus an antique paintbrush. 

______  237  Lot: two outside spring calipers; one outside caliper with compression joint; pair of steel 

dividers; and a wooden tap. 

______  238  Chalk and plumb bob line with crank, tin body, good overall. 

______  239  Small brass plumb bob with length of string. 

______  240  Hand forged 7/8-inch corner chisel, very good; and 1-1/2 inch heavy duty socket chisel with 

mark that looks like C.M. LE? CAST STEEL WARRANTED, suitable for timber framing, 

needs handle. 
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______  241  Large 1-inch mortise chisel used in timber framing to clean out mortises, 31 inches long 

overall, wooden handle with steel ferrule, very good overall. 

______  242  Three heavy duty socket chisels one marked F. BARNARD CAST STEEL, all needing new 

handles; and a small pry bar with tack or nail lifter. 

______  243  Four screw clamps for quilting frames? 

______  244  Lot: sharpening stone with wooden handle and holder; bitstock gimlet bit; narrow 1/8-inch 

mortise chisel; creasing tool; and a small wooden scribe for laying out lines. 

______  245  Lot: two pair of steel dividers; and two pair of outside calipers. 

______  246  Wooden ram’s horn-style scraper with brass blade holder, very good overall. 

______  247  Cast iron spokeshave with open loop handles and unusual blade clamp, looks like a 

Birmingham product, blade is marked Crescent Tool Co. very good overall. 

______  248  Starrett? 24-inch cast iron double plumb & level with shaft groove, has some pitting, all three 

vials intact, good overall. 

______  249  Unusual BISHOP No. 22 keyhole saw with patented wooden handle, blade can be removed 

and reinstalled at 90, 180 and 270 degrees, very good overall with fine etching on blade. 

______  250  Nice blacksmith-made solid steel gouge, very good overall. 

______  251  Lot: early steel-framed saw with wooden handle; and a drawknife with wooden handles that 

appears to be blacksmith made, both saw and drawknife have some rust and pitting; plus a 

wooden bench mallet. 

______  252  Unusual 8-inch steel back saw by I.B. HASENCLEVER & SONS CAST STEEL 

WARRANTED with proper medallion, split nuts, one small crack in handle near medallion, 

good overall. 

______  253  Fine rosewood handled bevel with 12-inch blade and having brass plates on ends and 

decorative brass locking screw, very good overall. 

______  254  Wooden spokeshave with 2 1/2-inch blade adjusting with brass screws, has brass wear plate 

on bottom, very good overall; and a BONNEY P-24 rasp with wooden plane-like stock, very 

good. 

______  255  Wooden box containing five ingots of horse-hide glue each marked SCHUTZ-MARKE 

CESETZ. DERONIRT each mark includes an axe, compass and square, came out of an old 

patternmaker’s tool box. 

______  256  Fine ebony and brass pad saw, complete and very good overall. 

______  257  CLEFF & CO. NEW YORK 6 1/2-inch nippers, fine; and an unusual 10 1/2-inch rasp or 

float, very good overall. 

______  258  Disston Patent AUG 28, 1877 keyhole saw handle with keystone logo cast into head of 

screw, very good overall; and a W.L. BARRETT glass cutter. 

______  259  Wooden “hag’s tooth” router plane, very good overall. 

______  260  Pair of wooden straightedges, both very good. 

______  261  Wooden 24-inch jointer plane marked GAR on toe along with the number 25. GAR was 

likely George A. Rubelmann Hardware in St. Louis. 

______  262  Continental 20-inch wooden fore plane with closed handle set as far back in the stock as 

possible, double iron, very good overall. 

______  263  Lot of six hand saws and one saw plate. 

______  264  Pair of small Keen Kutter printing blocks, both very good. 

______  265  Lot of five hand saws & Keen Kutter back saw, four of the hand saws and the Keen Kutter 

back saw have the name Kettering written on them in magic marker. Most will be usable with 

a light cleaning.  

______  266  Pair of Stanley claw hammers, both very good. 

______  267  Lot of three saws: Disston D8 8ppi panel saw; back saw with light pitting on back; & a 

Japanese Globemaster. 

______  268  Four wooden molding planes: two rounds, rabbet, and side bead. 
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______  269  Keen Kutter 14-inch back saw, very good overall with nice etch on blade. 

______  270  Disston 12-inch Manual Training back saw with near perfect etching MADE EXPRESSLY 

FOR THE Manual Training Schools by Henry Disston & Sons No. 2 PHILADELPHIA, 

______  271  Stanley #79 side rabbet plane, MADE IN ENG, new plane in a lightly worn box. 

______  272  Six wooden molding planes, one has been cut down. 

______  273  Stanley #271 mini router IOB, complete and fine. 

______  274  Pair of Stanley hammers: claw hammer and a riveting or tinner's both very good.  

______  275  Stanley #4 smooth plane in original box, plane is like new, box has shelf wear 

______  276  Stanley #71 router IOB complete with fence, throat closer, and all three blades, a near new 

plane in a tatty old box. 

______  277  F.E. Wells & Son bitstock countersink with renewable blade, fine in original box. 

______  278  Stanley 60 1/2P low angle block plane IOB, plane very good, box taped and soiled. 

______  279  Constantine's Rare Collection of The World's Fine Woods in original cardboard box, very 

good. 

______  280  RARE John Deere 3/4-inch wood chisel, almost certainly made by Stanley for John Deere, 

first we have seen and this one is mounted to the original display card, fine. 

______  281  Five wooden molding planes: two side beads, one missing the wedge; a round, skewed 

rabbet, etc. 

______  282  Corsair 9-inch smooth plane in original box. 

______  283  Scandinavian flooring plane? with fore and aft handles, skewed blade, very good overall. 

______  284  Lot of five wooden molding planes incl. J.&L. DENISON SAYBROOK 1-in. grooving plow. 

______  285  Pair of boxed Stanley tools: #49 bit gauge, complete and fine gauge, box is missing part of 

the top; and a #185 burnishing tools for burnishing your scraper blades, fine tool and very 

good box. 

______  286  RARE John Deere TY3426 push drill, first we have seen or sold, in very good working 

condition. 

______  287  Stanley #82 scraper in original box, fine tool in a very good box. 

______  288  Stanley #59 doweling jig, with no guides, fine plating on body. 

______  289  REX Riveting Machine in original box, VG 

______  290  Stanley #36 12-inch cast iron shaft level, with Eclipse vial covers, has shaft groove, very 

good. 

______  291  Pair of Stanley claw hammers: H111 1/2 16-oz, very good; and a 101 1/2A 16-oz. like new 

with decal on handle. 

______  292  Coffee tin (aluminum) full of veterinary tools. 

______  293  Homemade wooden plow plane with wedge-locking arms, brass on sides of wedge and brass 

bracket in front of handle to repair a crack, unusual. 

______  294  Small stair saw that has a small crack on one side repaired with two small nails, very good 

overall; and a double beam wedge-locking marking gage, very good. 

______  295  Unusual saw 29-inches long overall with very aggressive teeth, likely used to cut something 

other than wood, good overall. 

______  296  Lot: two old brushes and a HOWLAND & CO. 3/16-inch center bead with owner added 

wedge-locking fence, good overall. 

______  297  EARLY pair 24 1/2-inch dividers with nice heart-shaped locking screw, decorative end on 

end of wing, very good overall. 

______  298  Pair of continental tongue and groove planes, the plow has a broken wedge, both good 

overall. 

______  299  Cabinetmakers wooden tool chest with combination lock, measures 38 x 20 x 18 1/2 with 

raised-panel lid, has folding iron handles on each end, and comes with smattering of tools in 

the two wooden tills or trays that are included. Includes two nice wooden sawhorses that raise 

it to a good working height. 
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______  300  MILLERS FALLS barn-beam boring machine, one bit included, very good overall. First of 

this model we can remember selling. 

______  301  Little used W. TYZACK SONS & TURNER NO. 120 12-inch brass-backed saw, complete 

and fine. 

______  302  Pair of Stanley bench planes #5 Type 19 with fine rosewood tote and tall knob, fine BB-logo 

blade, 95 percent plus japanning, fine overall; and #4 Type 19 with fine rosewood tote and 

tall knob, fine BB-logo blade, 95 percent plus japanning, fine overall. 

______  303  Fine HENRY DISSSTON & SONS No. 4 14-inch steel backed saw, very good overall. Has 

wax or similar substance covering the teeth to protect them after a recent sharpening. 

______  304  Stanley #3 Type 19 smooth plane with fine rosewood tote and tall knob, 95 percent plus 

japanning, fine BB-logo blade, fine overall.  

______  305  New FREUD TSO12 12-inch brass-back tenon saw with original plastic sleeve and blade 

protector, fine. 

______  306  Early Stanley #71 closed throated router plane, nickel plated with patent date in circle around 

the mouth, one blade included, very good.  

______  307  Fine HENRY DISSSTON & SONS 10-inch No. 4 steel-backed saw, fine etch, very good 

overall. 

______  308  Pair of Stanley iron bench planes: #5C with one patent date behind frog, nice rosewood tote 

and tall knob, very good SW-logo blade, very good overall; and #4 smoother with two patent 

dates in bed, adjustable frog, very good rosewood tote and low knob, good T-logo blade, very 

good overall. 

______  309  Pair of panel saws: 17.5-inch E.C. ATKINS & SONS with 10ppi blade, nice handle, very 

good overall; and an unknown make 20-inch saw with WARRANTED SUPERIOR 

medallion, faint diamond-shape logo on blade, good 10ppi blade, nice handle, very good 

overall. 

______  310  Stanley #289 skew bladed rabbet plane with original fence and depth stop, very good SW-

logo blade, intact nickers, the screw securing the fence to rod is not original, and the screw 

securing the depth stop is an improper replacement, will make a fine user. 

______  311  J. RABONE & SONS 24-inch No. 1190 boxwood rule with built in level and having a 

protractor joint, new condition in original box with nice label, new rule in slightly worn box. 

______  312  ECO BRA K 11a drafting set in original felt-lined box, the latch on the box needs to be 

straightened, a very nice set overall. 

______  313  Pair: wooden clapboard siding gage, very good; and an unknown 6-inch homemade wooden 

gage with 4-inch graduated beam, very good. 

______  314  Goodell-Pratt 6-inch iron plumb & level, all three vials intact, very good overall. 

______  315  Unusual little brass or copper lobster gage marked CONN. LOBSTER GUAGE 3 3/16, very 

good. 

______  316  Lufkin #388 12-inch 4-fold brass-bound boxwood caliper rule, some light wear on outside, 

very good overall. 

______  317  LUFKIN MILLMENS Steel Tape measure new in original albeit worn box. The tape itself is 

fine to new and the box is fair to good. 

______  318  RABONE CHESTERMAN 6-inch 15cm steel rule in original packaging, fine. 

______  319  Unknown make No. 58 6-fold rule with arched joint, has former owner’s initials stamped into 

inside. 

______  320  Lufkin 12-inch 2-fold boxwood caliper rule, some staining on outside and former owner 

EWS stamped initials twice, good overall. 

______  321  Unusual little 12-inch 4-fold No. 64 boxwood rule, complete and fine. 

______  322  Unknown make 24-inch brass-bound No. 58 1/2 boxwood rule with arched joint, very good. 

______  323  Unusual 2-inch THE STAR RULE 6 & 12 PT. marked AGATE on back side, fine overall. 

______  324  Unusual short handled weeder or reaper with serrated blade, very good. 
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______  325  Unmarked rosewood stuffed panel plane with captive gunmetal lever cap, has improper W. 

BUTCHER iron and chipbreaker, with proper iron and chipper, this one will make a very 

good user. 

______  326  Lot: pair of hand scythes or reapers, could not find a makers mark on either of them; pair of 

horse or mule shears; and a pair of pruning shears that is missing the latch that would hold 

them in the closed position. 

______  327  Pair of iron bench planes: Millers Falls No. 14 iron jack plane, the sides have been painted 

black, complete and good overall; and Stanley DEFIANCE 9-inch smooth plane, complete 

and very good. 

______  328  Pair of Bessey angle clamps that will hold your parts at a precise right angle while you nail, 

screw or glue the joint. Capable of clamping in the middle of the board, or at the corner. Both 

are like new. Made in W. Germany. 

______  329  Pair of Stanley plane bodies: #8C that has a good frog, small chunk missing from left rear 

side, will make decent user with new blade, lever cap and wood; and a #5 1/2C wide bottom 

jack plane that comes with good frog, needs same parts as #8C to complete and will make 

good user. 

______  330  Nice Stanley #9 1/4 iron block pane that has engraving on both sides done by Layne Zuelke 

of Baton Rouge, La. Looks like it has some very light pitting under the engraving, comes 

with nice $40 HOCK blade so will make a great user. 

______  331  Three boxes full of a ShopNotes Magazines, all very good. 

______  332  Four woodworking books by James Krenov, founder of the College of the Redwoods school: 

WORKER IN WOOD; THE FINE ART OF CABINETMAKING; The Impractical 

Cabinetmaker; and A CABINETMAKER’S NOTEBOOK, all complete and very good. 

______  333  Lot: hand adz, complete and very good; and an OHIO TOOL CO. 1 1/8-inch skew bladed 

rabbet plane. 

______  334  Lot: Two-handed scorp marked on blade CAST STEEL, nice wooden handles, very good 

overall; and a nice 9-inch shingle froe blade, needs a handle, very good overall. 

______  335  Stanley #71 router plane with all three original blades, throat closer rod, good handles, 

missing the foot from the throat closer, good usable condition. 

______  336  Lot: PROTO 033 5/8-inch tamping chisel, very good; and a SABRE brand BARLOW brand 

knife, good overall. 

______  337  Stanley #77 rosewood marking & mortise gage, missing the brass rub block, otherwise very 

good overall. 

______  338  Homemade? self-tightening alligator wrench, some light to moderate pitting, good overall. 

______  339  Keen Kutter No. 620 brass bound boxwood rule, good overall, inside is a lot better than the 

outside. 

______  340  Lot: CRAFTSMAN No. 1240 10-inch ratchet brace, complete and fine; plus a box of 13 

Craftsman auger bits all with original blue paint on the tang, the plastic box with the spring-

loaded holes has begun to disintegrate, but all the parts are there if you want to re-create it out 

of tin, steel or even wood. 

______  341  Scarce? KEEN KUTTER nail clipper, first we have seen, very good overall. 

______  342  Three Stanley wood levels: 28 1/2-inch No. 3, both vials intact, good overall; 24-inch #0 with 

dry plumb vial, good overall; and a 24-inch #3, both vials intact, very good overall. 

______  343  Pair of leather razor strops. 

______  344  Lot: vise in blue paint marked GERMANY, clamps to a bench or table top, very good; and a 

Korean grooming set of clippers, knives, in a leather or imitation leather case. 

______  345  Lot: 11 assorted bitstock tools including gimlet bits, shell bit, four center bits, two twist drills, 

etc. 
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______  346  Lot: watchmakers caliper MADE IN USA; wedge for securing axe or hatchet head, marked 

PAT NOV 8, 08, very good; and an unusual blade that shows evidence of having been 

hammered on the top. 

______  347  Lot: four screwdrivers including a BLUE POINT (Snap-On), and two that look like they 

came with Stanley combination planes; and a John Deere cutout keychain wrench. 

______  348  Late model traditional woodworker’s work bench with face vice; end vise and hold down 

holes, no hold downs are included, a very good to fine bench overall. This one will sell in the 

room as we cannot ship it. 

______  349  W.F. & John Barnes metal lathe, this one was originally driven by an overhead shaft system, 

but has been converted to run off an electric motor with some of the original shafting and a 

flat belt, has nice cast iron legs, head stock, tails stock, 3-jaw chuck, and a lot of the change 

gears necessary for cutting different threads. This one will sell in the room as we cannot ship 

it. 

______  350  WALKER patternmaker’s vise. This is the very first Walker vise we have seen or sold so we 

cannot tell you if it is complete or, if it is not complete, what it may be missing. We see no 

broken pieces and no welds or other repairs. This one will sell in the room as we cannot ship 

it. 

______  351  SIMMONS 1939 HARDWARE CATALOG (missing covers) inside is very good; 2708 

pages, first few pages front and back are spoiled and/or are separating, the top few are 

secured to the spine with duct tape, inside is full of all the various goods the firm was selling 

in 1939, a good reference source. 

______  352  Unusual veterinary fleam with 3 blades 

______  353  Lot: Two hatchets including an early CRAFTSMAN and a wooden mallet. 

______  354  Lot: Two brass sight glasses for items that held oil like machines, one marked OIL-RITE 

CORP; and an unusual hammer head. 

______  355  Lot: Keen Kutter cold chisel, very good; and a Stanley pocket level missing the screw that 

would attach it to square. 

______  356  Lot: two meat cleavers and a Forgecraft Hi-Carbon boning knife, all very good. 

______  357  DIAMOND EDGE Shapleigh Hardware St. Louis, Mo. food chopper No. 62 complete with 

three plates, very good overall. 

______  358  The GEM No. 2 riveter PAT’D MAR. 9, 1909, complete with some rivets under the brass 

cover, very good. 

______  359  Large ENTERPRISE TINNED food chopper complete with cutter and three plates, very 

good. 

______  360  Lot: small pair of WISS scissors with stippled pattern on handles, very good; and a TOP-OFF 

JAR & BOTTLE OPENER, EDLUND CORP. BURLINGTON, VT. 

______  361  Pair of food choppers: KEEN KUTTER K22 PAT. MAY 29, ’06, with four plates, very 

good; and a LF&C UNIVERSAL No. 0 FOOD CHOPPER, PAT. 2432697, OCT. 12, 1897, 

just has one plate, very good. 

______  362  REED’S Rocket NUT CRACKER new in original box, made by Arthur W. Reed Mfg. Co. 

Little Rock, Arkansas, new nut cracker in very good overall. 

______  363  Three tool related books: COMMON TOOLS OF THE 19th CENTURY with Separate Price 

Guide; Restoring, Tuning & Using Classic Woodworking Tools by Michael Dunbar, 

complete and fine; and The Woodwright’s Apprentice by Roy Underhill, fine; and a single 

issue of the Woodsmith VOL. 15 NO. 89 magazine, very good. 

______  364  CAST IRON IMPLEMENT SEATS III book by Donald E. Sites, very good. 

______  365  Three woodworking or tool related books: The Woodwright’s Work Book by Roy Underhill; 

The Woodwright’s Shop by Roy Underhill, fine; and The Complete Guide To 

SHARPENING by Leonard Lee, very good. 
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______  366  Old Ways of Working Wood hardcover book by Alex W. Bealer Revised Edition, complete 

and fine. 

______  367  Unusual G.J. FIELD 12-inch brass-bound boxwood rule, name is faint on outside, inside is 

very good. 

______  368  Scarce set of four almost identical wooden braces each with a fixed shell bit, one of the 

braces has been broken and screwed back together with plugs covering the screw holes, this 

is the first such set we have sold. It came out of the Bill Baader collection. 

______  369  SAWYER TOOL CO. 6-inch steel scale, very good, TEMPERED NO. 10, fine overall. 

______  370  Nice JAMES BEE plated Sheffield Braces with HENRY BROWN cap on top handle, and 

marked JAMES BEE on the spring-chuck button, very good overall. 

______  371  Microplane with 1 x 8-inch blade, like new in original packaging; plus a box full of chip 

carving tools. 

______  372  Stanley DEFIANCE No. 1205 iron jack plane in original box, plane is near new with perfect 

wood, box needs corners re-taped and top, sides and 

______  373  Antique & Collectible STANLEY TOOLS book by John Walter, this is the first of the of 

John’s two “big books.” It was first copyrighted in 1990. This edition is one from the Third 

Printing in May 1991, the edges of pages are soiled from being handled with dirty hands, 

insides and covers are very good. 

______  374  Stanley HANDYMAN No H1203 8-inch iron smooth plane like new in original? box with no 

label, a near new plane in a very good box. 

______  375  Dockyard Model Co. Handcrafted 2mm MICRO CARVING TOOLS including Deep Plough; 

Paring; V-Parting; U-Gouge; and Skew, all new in original packaging. 

______  376  Stanley #21 Try and Miter Square with 12-inch rule; fine nickel plated square in a very good 

box with intact label. 

______  377  Lot of 21 gravers plus a bottle with three small springs and six small steel balls. 

______  378  Stanley #4 iron smooth plane in original box, a fine original #4 with perfect tote and tall 

knob, brilliant plating on lever cap, full length BB-logo blade, very good overall. 

______  379  Seven new old stock SIMONDS, NICHOLSON and GROBET files and rasps plus a NOS 

COLTONS No. 10 file card, and four NOS file handles, two plastic and two wooden. 

______  380  Four Tool catalog reprints: Sargent Tool Catalog reprinted by MWTCA in 1995; Buck 

Brothers Price List reprinted by Astragal Press; Henry Disston The Saw in History reprinted 

by MWTCA 2009; and The Cabinet Maker’s Guide reprinted by MWTCA in 2011. 

______  381  Two tool price guides: Keen Kutter by L-W Book Sales; and Sargent Planes Identification 

and Value Guide by David Heckel. 

______  382  Lot: Pexto socket chisel; steel bar; unusual rasp; and a wooden scraper. 

______  383  Lot: Robert Sorby skewed turning tool with wooden handle, new in original packaging; NOS 

turning gouge needs handle; near new Woodcraft HSS turning gouge with wooden handle, 

fine; and a ROCKLER center finder, very good. 

______  384  Lot: Two Craftsman lathe centers in original boxes: Wood Lathe MT2 Screw Center; and 

Wood Lathe MT2 60 degree bearing center, both very good; and a VERITAS Scraper 

Burnisher, in original packaging. 

______  385  Lot of five NOS turning tools: AMT chisel; two AMT gouges; Woodcraft gouge and 

woodcraft parting tool. 

______  386  Unusual 12.5 x 6.25 sharpening stone, very good overall. 

______  387  Lot: GENIE-TOOL in original box; NORTON flattening stone in original box, like new; two 

marking gages; and several Micro Plane tools in original packaging, like new. 

______  388  Pair of turning books: Ornamental Turning by J.H. Evans printed by Astragal Press in 1993, 

like new condition; and Turning Lathes Fourth Edition 1894 printed by Astragal Press, like 

new. 
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______  389  Five tool books or booklets: The Russell Jennings Mfg. reprinted by Kenneth Roberts 1981; 

BROWN & SHARPE THE MICROMETER’s STORY reprinted by Martin J. Donnelly; 

SAWYER TOOL MFG. CO. reprint by Martin J. Donnelly; J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOLS 

CO. reprinted by Martin J. Donnelly; Eagle Square Co. Steel Carpenters’ Squares reprinted in 

1991 by MWTCA. 

______  390  Pair of hard covered turning books: The Principles & Practice of Ornamental or Complex 

Turning by John Jacob Holtzapffel with dust jacket, 1973 edition by Dover Mfg. Co.; Hand 

or Simple Turning Principles and Practice by John Jacob Holtzapffel printed by Dover 

Publications Inc. with dust jacket, fine. 

______  391  Tool books: Jackson & Tyler Tools & Supplies reprinted 1993 by MWTCA; BELCHER 

BROS. & CO.’S reprinted by Kenneth Roberts; partial original STRELINGER & CO. 

Detroit, Mich. hardware catalog, missing covers and maybe a page or two on each end; a 

photocopy of the Stanley Planes For Weatherstrip Work; and a price sheet for the Stanley 

Tool book by L-W Publishing. 

______  392  Turning and Mechanical Manipulation VOL. I, II & III, all three books are like new and were 

published by Astragal Press. 

______  393  Four books: How to Sharpen Anything by Don Geary, hard covered, very good overall; two 

pocket booklets: How to Sharpen by Norton Abrasives; and SILVAL a Complete Guide to 

Successful Silver Brazing and Selective Fluxing For Low Temperature Silvaloy Brazing; and 

HOW TO RUN A LATHE by the South Bend Lathe Co. 

______  394  Lot of six book, five on turning and a Martin J. Donnelly Catalogue of Antique Tools 1997. 

Among the turning books are Woodturning Techniques; Adventures in Woodturning; Bill 

Jones Notes from the Turing Shop; Useful Techniques for Woodturners; and Woodturning a 

Source Book of Shapes, all in near new condition. 

______  395  Three misc. books: The Complete Calligrapher by Emma Callery, very good; reprint of Vol. 

III No. 4 Modern Machinery April 1898, very good; and a Sculpture in Wood by John Rood, 

all very good. 

______  396  Six books on woodturning: The Best from Woodturning Magazine; Multi-Center 

Woodturning; Woodturning Wizardry; Woodturning a Foundation Course New Edition; 

Segmented Turing A Complete Guide; and A Guide To Work-Holding On The Lathe, all in 

new condition. 

______  397  Four assorted hammers: Patented nail-holding claw hammer, very good; PLUMB claw 

hammer very good; TRUE TEMPER No. 1224 that is also marked NPRR, very good; and an 

unknown make claw hammer with round steel handle with rubber grip, very good. 

______  398  Three assorted wrenches: DIAMOND 10-inch nippers, complete and fine; IHC 9-inch 

adjustable; and an IHC 5E 12-inch adjustable, all very good. 

______  399  Lot of 15 assorted wood auger bits including one that is adjustable, all very good. 

______  400  German tool chest brought to American by George Werling when he immigrated to America 

with his brother. He worked for a time in Ohio then moved to the Tipton Iowa area where he 

remarried. He died March 5, 1918. The chest had just few small tools left in the tills when it 

came to us, has three removable tills including a saw till. 

______  401  Nice gray 3 1/2-inch arrowhead that was found by accident on a farm just north of Tipton, 

Iowa, very good overall. 

______  402  PHISTER No. 1B antique copper & brass fire extinguisher made on U.S. Patent No. 

1,467,980 issued Sept. 11, 1923 to Albert D. Phister of Fort Thomas, Kentucky and assigned 

to The Phister Manufacturing Company of Cincinnati, Ohio, this is a very nice and showy 

extinguisher. 

______  403  Nice tapered reamer with wooden handle, for small hubs, bungs or similar sized holes. 

______  404  Two wooden taps for vinegar barrels. 
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______  405  Nice pair of size 10 patented clamp on ice skates, both marked with three patent dates and 

initials B&B on the cam locking levers. 

______  406  Three assorted saws; on top is a George Bishop meat saw needing a blade; the unmarked one 

in the center one is a de-horning saw; and the meat saw on the bottom is marked CAST 

STEEL on the frame and has a cracked wooden handle. 

______  407  Nice early pair of wooden ice skates with steel blades, both have KHS touch marks and nice 

finials at the end of the blades in front. 

______  408  Lot: beech panel gage, very good; UNION hacksaw frame, very good; circular glass cutter; 

and regular glass cutter. 

______  409  Pair of double bladed iron spokeshaves: Stanley #60 has light rust, will easily clean to fine 

overall; and an unknown make with thin cast iron frame, light rust, very good overall. 

______  410  Four leather punches that each punch out a different sized star, all very good. 

______  411  Lot: unmarked iron stand or trivet for sad iron; travisher used by chair makers to hog out the 

seat area, very good; leather reamer; and an IXL hoof trimmer. 

______  412  BONNY’S PAT. AUG 2, ’70 adjustable hollow auger missing the blade, good overall. 

______  413  Lot: BOOS TOOL CO. K.C. MO. adjustable wrenches; tapered bitstock reamer, very good; 

MORRILL’S Patent saw set, very good; and an unknown make plumb bob, very good. 

______  414  Lot: adjustable jar opener; AUG 28, 1877 patent key hole saw handle; E.C. ATKINS & CO. 

Roger’s Patent Belt Punch Nov. 3, 1903, very good; H. BOKER leather punch; and a pot 

lifter, MADE IN USA, very good. 

______  415  Three assorted automotive valve spring compressors. 

______  416  Pair of hanging spring scales: PELOUSE Mfg Co. 100-lb. capacity, very good; and a 

BELMONT HDW CO. PAT. JAN 23, 1900, 50-lb capacity, very good. 

______  417  Pair of braces; one with unusual ratchet mechanism; the other has simple chuck and several 

repairs. 

______  418  Lot: HAR-MAC rasp, very good; 14-inch MASTERENCH by HELLER, very good; and a IH 

12-inch 5E adjustable nut wrench, handle bent, very good. 

______  419  Canvas pouch that was found with the three tools shown on top of it including an open end 

wrench; 9-inch adjustable auto wrench; and a combination hammer, screwdriver; plus the 

Rajah patented splicing tool shown below. 

______  420  Four fixer upper drawknives including an OHIO TOOL 8-inch that has some rust. 

______  421  E.C. STEARNS handled scraper; and an OWATONNA TOOL CO. gasket surface scraper. 

______  422  Three saw sharpening tools: two saw sets and a raker gage, plus a two-handled scorp that has 

a ragged cutting edge. 

______  423  JEN SAL bull lead, very good; and a small 1877 patent key hole saw handle, very good. 

______  424  Three different jar openers. 

______  425  Lot: Little Pal tape measure; small scraper; Stanley pocket level; cotter pin puller; spark plug 

gage; and a combination wrench and screwdriver for guns. 

______  426  Three tape measures; two cloth tapes and a MASTER TUFBOY steel tape. 

______  427  Millers Falls No. 502 corner brace, has light to moderate rust, will clean to good usable 

condition; plus a gents or ball brace, needs new screw to secure bits. 

______  428  Pair of small wooden clamps. 

______  429  Small Disston try square with level in handle; and a BAY STATE razor hone. 

______  430  Stanley #75 bullnose rabbet plane, complete and very good. 

______  431  Pair of T-augers one with wooden cover to protect bit. 

______  432  Stanley #45 with script logo on skate, found in a barn and has light to moderate rust to 

exposed surfaces, nickel plating is peeling off; comes with earlier box of 16 blades including 

the one in the plane, will clean to good usable condition. 

______  433  Pair of small vises that clamp to a table or workbench, both very good. 
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______  434  Late Stanley #46 skew bladed combination plow plane, found in the same barn as lot #432 

and has light to moderate rust to exposed surfaces, comes with one blade, will clean to usable 

condition. 

______  435  Stanley #190 iron rabbet plane, missing depth stop, some light rust, will clean to very good 

overall condition. 

______  436  Two boxes of Stanley #45 plow plane blades: six beads; sash, match, and eleven plows for a 

total of 19 blades, both boxes are very good and have original lids, one box has a partial 

label. 

______  437  Three measuring tools: sliding yardstick with advertising for Fair Publishing House Norwalk, 

OHIO; CRAFTSMAN 3933 zig zag rule with brass slide, good; and a Lufkin zig zag board 

rule with hook, very good. 

______  438  Early blade box for Stanley #45 plow planes has picture of plane on the green label, all ten of 

the blades in the box have been modified to cut complex profiles. 

______  439  Three rules: Lufkin 651 4-fold, good; Stanley 36 1/2 caliper rule, very good; and a Lufkin 

371 that has been owner modified. 

______  440  Early box of 15 Stanley #45 plow plane blades, box has two spare spurs stapled to the outside 

and comes with original lid. 

______  441  Two measuring tools: Stanley 68 4-fold rule, very good; and a ?ATALISSA Lumber, 

shingles, doors, windows, paints, lime, cement, and tile, builders hardware and wire fence, 4-

section 24-inch rule. 

______  442  Lot: unusual flat steel wrench; small claw hammer; glass cutter; BURDIZZO Italian hoof 

trimmer, drift, crate tool; and ball peen hammer. 

______  443  Hollow and round planes: D.R. BARTON #10 hollow; and A. HOWLAND & CO. No. 10 

round, both have rust on blades, will clean to usable condition. 

______  444  Three brass oilers: the medium sized one is a D.T. WILLIAMS No. 1; all are very good 

overall with intact glass. 

______  445  Lot: V&B No. 110 leather punch; RED DEVIL glass cutter; GLOBEMASTER ITALY offset 

Phillips screwdriver; small adjustable pocket wrench; and a small open ended wrench; and an 

unknown bit. 

______  446  Lot: SCHRADER UNIVERSAL air pressure gage; another SCHRADER air gage; two brass 

hose nozzles; and three screws with brass balls on the end. 

______  447  Lot: three taps; leather punch; auger bit; simple depth gage; hammer head; stitching or tracing 

wheel; unknown tool similar to a packing puller. 

______  448  Lot: wooden dough cutter; tap handle; bench mounting vise; grill lighter; small bench 

mounting grinder MADE IN GERMANY; and coal hammer head. 

______  449  L. BAILEY BOSTON iron spokeshave, some rust, will clean to very good. 

______  450  AJAX barn-beam boring machine, has had wooden handles replaced, one bit included, very 

good overall. 

______  451  Lot: two machinist squares; two rosewood handled bevels; and a tool handle. 

______  452  Pair of pressed steel child’s handcuffs, each has a spring loaded lever that releases them. 

______  453  Lot: THE BOSS corn shucking peg; two safety razors; Gold Label brass hose nozzle; brass 

HURD padlock with two keys; advertising pocket knife from K&K FARM EQUIPMENT 

TIPTON IOWA; air pump (not working) that looks like an old medical syringe; and a misc. 

key. 

______  454  Stanley cam rest for #45 or #55 plow plane with patent date; and a nice slitter. 

______  455  Set of 11 blades for a Stanley #46 skew bladed combination plane, these sets are getting very 

hard to fine. 

______  456  Stanley #45 cam rest with patent date and dated slitter for Stanley combination plow planes. 

______  457  Large 54-inch crosscut saw, both handles present and very good, blade has some light rust 

from storage in an unheated garage. 
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______  458  Late model cam for Stanley #45 or #55 plow plane and three assorted blades for Stanley #45 

or #55 plane. 

______  459  Boomer Patent hay carrier, dirty, will clean to very good. 

______  460  Pair of veterinary oral speculums. 

______  461  Combination jar and bottle opener IOWA STATE BANK THE BANK THAT SERVES. 

______  462  Pair of homemade wooden planes: the first is a kind of specialty plow; and the other is an 

early dado plane with fence that uses the taper of two square nails to lock the arms, very 

interesting. 

______  463  Early 17 1/2-inch handled wooden 1/2-inch dado plane with intact nicker, appears to have 

been professionally made, very good overall. 

______  464  HENRY DISSTON & SONS No. 4? 16-inch steel backed saw, faint etch on nice blade, few 

scuffs to otherwise good handle, very good overall. 

______  465  Pair of Stanley iron bench planes: #5 with fine rosewood tote and tall knob, fine BB-logo 

blade, japanning 98 percent plus, fine overall; and a #4 Type 19 that is as close to new as they 

get. 

______  466  Freud DS008 8-inch brass-backed dovetail saw in original plastic sleeve, fine overall. 

______  467  Pair Stanley iron bench planes: #5 jack plane with good BB-logo blade, letter E scratched 

into base of good rosewood tote, good tall knob, will make very good user; and a 9-inch 

VICTOR by Stanley #1104 smoother with nice original iron, good hardwood tote and knob, 

fine overall. 

______  468  Rosewood T-rabbet plane made in two pieces with sole screwed to the top, blade secured by 

knurled brass nut on top, very good. 

______  469  Pair Stanley iron bench planes: household jack plane (same size as Stanley 5 1/4) has patch of 

pitting on sole near throat, good SW-logo blade, very good hardwood tote and knob, very 

good overall; and a #4 smoother that has 3 patent dates on lateral lever, nice early style 

rosewood tote and low knob, good T-logo blade, very good overall. 

______  470  Unusual 24-inch 2-fold boxwood sector rule with nice arched joint of brass, has intact 

indexing pins, early looking, no makers marks visible, thickest folding rule we have seen, 

even graduated on edges, some staining, scratches and dings, very good overall. 

______  471  Three Stanley bench planes: #4 smoother with three patent dates in lateral lever; fine early-

style rosewood tote and beaded knob, good Q-logo blade, very good overall; Stanley #3 iron 

smooth plane with fine rosewood tote and tall knob, fine BB-logo blade, fine to near-new 

condition; and #3 Type 19 smoother with fine BB-logo blade, fine rosewood tall knob; tote 

broken in center and spur reformed, with new tote, it will be fine overall. 

______  472  Pair of mahogany winding sticks used when planning boards, both have bone? inlay, both 

very good. 

______  473  FINE Stanley BEDROCK #603 smooth plane, has fine BB-logo with patent number below, 

very good tote and tall knob, STANLEY lever cap with orange background, fine overall. 

______  474  Rare KIRBY & BRO. N.Y. 6-inch brass-bound boxwood rule that owner states was used for 

measuring barrel staves, very good overall. 

______  475  Sargent #407C 7-inch iron smooth plane with early circular logo at top of good blade, nice 

tote and beaded knob, this is the very same 407C that sold to an absentee bidder in our last 

sale. It was returned due to a “crack in the rear of the throat” that we are hard pressed to find. 

I’ve posted a closeup photo of the throat so study it carefully, very good overall condition. 

______  476  Two books: 1000 FRUIT JARS Revised 4TH EDITION, very good; Revised Second Edition 

1000 Fruit Jars.  

______  477  Pair of Audels books: Vol. 1, TOOLS, SQUARE, SAW FILING, JOINERY FURNITURE, 

good overall; & VOL. 4 DOORS, WINDOWS, STAIR BUILDING, MILLWORK, 

PAINTING, good. 
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______  478  Two hardbound woodworking books: ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COUNTRY FURNITURE by 

CANDIE FRANKEL, fine; and MAKING DESKS AND BOOKCASES by Nick Engler, 

fine.  

______  479  Pair of tool books: Ancient Carpenters’ Tools by Henry C. Mercer, fine; and a 1908 copy of 

STEEL SQUARE and its Practical Uses by Hodgson, very good.  

______  480  Five early Stanley #9 1/2 block planes with Excelsior-style bodies. From left to right are 

Types 5, 6, 6, 8 & 9. It is usually hard to find even one of the Excelsior-style bodied planes, 

and here you can have five of them in one lot.  

______  481  Pair of Stanley marking gages: No. 0 with SW logo, complete and fine; and a No. 71 double 

beam with several nicks and dings and some light soiling. 

______  482  Three early Stanley block planes with Excelsior-style bodies: No. 15 Type 4-7 body with 

later lever cap; 9 1/2 Type 5; and another 9 1/2 Type 5, all are very good.  

______  483  Pair of Stanley marking gages: No. 70 mahogany slitting gauge, very good; and an unusual 

No. 172 double beam that has one of the wooden thumb screws broken in half, otherwise 

very good.  

______  484  Lot of five Stanley #9 1/2 Excelsior-style block planes: Types 4, 5, 5, 8 & 9. The type 6 has a 

later lever cap, otherwise all are complete and very good.  

______  485  Pair of Stanley marking gages: No. 68 Type I with four discs, very good; and a No. 72 double 

beam with SW logo, fine.  

______  486  Five early Stanley #9 1/2 block planes with Excelsior-style bodies: Type 5/6; and four Type 

5, four are complete and very good; one on far right is missing lever from lever cap, but is 

otherwise very good.  

______  487  Three Stanley marking gages: Stanley #91 steel double beam gage, the housing around one of 

the screw holes is cracked; No. 72 double beam gage has some staining, good overall; and a 

No. 68 mortise gage Type 1 or 2 with four discs, good overall.  

______  488  Stanley (Unmarked) #66 rosewood marking gage with brass wear plate, very good.  

______  489  Pair of antique shotgun shell reloading tools, both are in very good condition. 

______  490  Stanley (Unmarked) #79 rosewood marking and mortise gage, very good overall.  

______  491  Three 26-inch hand saws: near new Disston Division H.K. PORTER CO. D-23 with 10ppi 

blade, fine handle, fine overall; Disston Model C-1 hand saw with original paper sleeve, fine 

overall; and a Craftsman #36194 KROMEDGE 10 point fine crosscut in fine overall 

condition.  

______  492  Pair of wooden handled T-augers, one has handle painted brown, both very good.  

______  493  Very good 30-inch 1 or 2-man crosscut saw with intact auxiliary handle, very good overall.  

______  494  Three hand saws that have all be coated with polyurethane or something similar: Disston 28-

inch 5 1/2ppi rip with thumb-hole handle, good overall. ATKINS 5 1/2ppi rip with machine 

carving on handle, very good; and an unknown make 8ppi crosscut with rosewood? handle, 

just the center of the warranted medallion remains, can possibly be restored to usable. 

______  495  EMPIRE 990BB-24 mason’s level, all six vials and all vial covers intact, fine overall. 

______  496  Pair of back saws: 14-inch and 12-inch models, no makers marks on either one; and a 

wooden miter box with partial paper label on back, Model No. 200, very good overall. 

______  497  Lufkin ATLAS CHROME CLAD gaging tape for gaging liquid tanks, tank cars and barges, 

very good overall. 

______  498  Lot: Millers Falls No. 61 Yankee-style screwdriver with the unusual flared out shuck 

housing, very good overall; a copper soldering iron with cracked wooden handle; and a 

wooden spokeshave that is missing a wear plate on the sole. 

______  499  Pair of open ended wrenches: one is 18-inches long overall and the other is 16-inches long, 

they look like the type made in a railroad shop. 

______  500  U.S. bayonet, has some rust, very good overall. 
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______  501  Finger jointed wooden box, well made; plus a 1979/80 Stanley Tools Full Line Catalog with 

tear on back cover and chips from top of front cover and first few pages. 

______  502  Neptune set of drafting instruments in original box with one extra set of dividers; and two 

box Turquoise EAGLE Drawing Leads. 

______  503  Lot: 12-inch steel zig zag MADE IN GERMANY advertising CHICAGO NIPPLE MFG 

CO.; RADI-PLANE L.A. MATHERS CO. Stockton, Calif., very good; and two corner 

rounding tools like a Stanley #28 or #29; one marked JAPAN for 1/4 & 3/16 and one 

unmarked for 1/8 & 1/16. 

______  504  Lot: Chain detacher from Albert Lea Foundry in Albert Lea Minnesota; and a Helix 8-inch 

wrench marked National Distributor Jack Holt Co. Stilwell, Okla. 

______  505  Sargent pressed steel block plane and a PEXTO dividers. 

______  506  Lot of three early wooden jointer planes all with offset handles which is indicative of 18th 

Century planes, all three were purchased at the Baxter Auction in Indianapolis for the Doctor 

Murphy Collection from St. Louis. 

______  507  Early pear wood 23-inch rabbet plane, complete and very good. 

______  508  Two early Continental wooden complex profile molding planes, one with replaced wedge, 

both very good. 

______  509  Lot: OVB portable saw vise that clamps to a table or bench top, very good overall; Pair of 10-

inch gas pliers; and a mill pick.  

______  510  Pair of planes: Wm Marples & Sons Hibernia Works wedge-locking plow plane with brass 

tipped arms, steel skate with brass stiffener plate, screw-operated depth stop, one blade 

included and has some light rust on skate that will need cleaning; and a Stanley #122 Liberty 

Bell smooth plane, has original chip breaker with piece that engages the adjuster, but it needs 

a blade, very good overall. 

______  511  Two calipers: inside outside 15-inch inside/outside caliper; very good and a 12-inch outside 

caliper, very good. One marked WELLES PATENT THE MEIGS-POWELL CO. 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

______  512  Lot: Stanley hatchet head; patented keyhole saw handle with blade; and a rubber mallet. 

______  513  Lot of plane parts: nice rosewood tall knob for Stanley bench plane; BEDROCK lever cap for 

604 or 605 plane, very good; WARD skewed blade; round blade for molding plane; four 

plow irons; and a DWIGHTS FRENCH 2 1/2-inch single iron bench plane blade. 

______  514  Pair of Stanley doweling jigs: No. 59 with four guides, very good; and a #59 in original box 

with top torn off, original instruction booklet and 7 guides, fine. 

______  515  Four iron block planes: Diamond Edge DEX220; Millers Falls No 75; unknown make #110-

type; and one marked MADE IN W. GERMANY. 

______  516  Large Goodell-Pratt hand drill with FAST & SLOW switch, complete and very good overall. 

______  517  Yankee No. 130A Spiral Ratchet Screw Driver IOB, comes with envelope with two flat and 

one Phillips bits, very good screwdriver in a worn and soiled box. 

______  518  Pair of tubing and/or pipe cutters, both very good. 

______  519  Lot of three braces: DUNLAP 10-inch ratchet brace, chuck spring MIA, and not currently 

spinning; Stanley VICTOR No. 946 8-inch, very good; and a Stanley No. 965 10-inch ratchet 

brace, missing chuck spring, very good overall. 

______  520  Unusual Stanley #A5 aluminum jack plane, tote and knob have been refinished, good SW-

logo blade, very good overall. 

______  521  Nine square-shanked wood auger bits in a 2-piece wooden box, very good overall. 

______  522  Pair of iron rabbet planes: UNION MFG (Stanley #78-type) rabbet & fillister plane, missing 

fence and depth stop, very good overall; and a Stanley #378 with missing depth stop and 

fence, blade appears to be user made but is very good. 

______  523  Lot of 12 assorted wood auger bits all wrapped together with blue masking tape. 
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______  524  Lot of three braces: Stanley No. 945 10-inch, very good; Stanley No. 965 10-inch, missing 

chuck spring, very good; and a SEARS No. 4241, missing chuck spring, very good. 

______  525  Lot of four #110-type iron block planes: FULTON No. 5252; one with MADE IN USA cast 

behind knob; Stanley #110 with maroon japanning, very good; and one with MADE IN USA 

cast in rear of bed. 

______  526  Lot of nine 18-inch auger bits one with square tang cut off, the rest are very good. 

______  527  Lot: pruning saw that would be attached to a long pole; tube flaring fixture; small hand drill; 

two center bits; HYDE wallpaper trimmer; railroad spike; cold chisel; and something marked 

NO. 14 FOR 6-8-10-12-14 RAWLDRILLS. 

______  528  Three pairs of pliers: DUNLAP APPROVED TOOLS 8-inch with side cutter, very good; 

RED DEVIL 8-inch with side cutter, very good; and a PRITZLAFF 6-inch pair with side 

cutter, very good. 

______  529  Lot: offset box wrench (welded); six star drills; socket extension with APEX 9/16-in. socket; 

BMW WEST GERMANY slip-joint pliers; unknown make chain drill, missing chain, very 

good; cotter pin puller; mystery kitchen? tool from JAPAN; another socket extension; nut 

driver; and a CWB 2020 5/8-inch combination wrench. 

______  530  Plastic C-THRU parallel rule; and a large tire iron marked J. STORT, very good. 

______  531  Five carving tools: ADDIS parting tool; three cranked gouges; one marked T.H. 

WITHERBY; and a BUCK BROS gouge. 

______  532  Three new blades for a Stanley 71 or 71 1/2 router plane including 1/4-inch; 1/2-inch and V-

shaped blades. 

______  533  Lot of 18 tools most of which we suspect were used by a gun stocker. 

______  534  Lot: Stanley SW scratch awl, very good; Stanley No. 45 screwdriver, very good; Stanley No. 

1208W tape measure, very good; try and miter square with rosewood handle, pitted blade; 

FULTON 1 1/2-inch butt chisel, needs handle; leather sheath that the previous chisel fits into; 

D.R. BARTON 1/2-inch mortise chisel, needs handle, fine; 1 1/4-inch bevel-edged socket 

chisel, socket has been beaten on and will need work; 1 3/8-inch wood bit; Stanley #11 3/4 

nail set 1/32; wooden handled knife with serrated blade; and a mahogany head for a T-square 

or similar layout tool. 

______  535  Lot of eight socket chisels each marked DAMASCUS RAZOR SHARP, ranging in size from 

1-inch socket firmer to a 1/8-inch mortising chisel, a few will need the handles tweaked to fit 

better. 

______  536  Lot: five NOS chisel handles from Woodcraft all with iron rings; a vintage chisel handle; and 

an octagon shaped handle for a file? 

______  537  Lot of 15 assorted bitstock tools including graduated set of nine shell bits; another shell bit; 

spade bit; gimlet bit; small center bit; S.J. LELAND 8-46 mystery bit; etc. All are very good. 

______  538  Pair of smaller ice tongs in red paint, very good. 

______  539  Five rosewood handled leather tools including J.S. OSBORNE & CO stitching or pricking 

wheel; C.S. OSBORNE & CO. slitter; C.S. OSBORNE & CO. creaser; and two additional 

creasers with steel ferrules, both have light rust and light pitting. 

______  540  Lumber thickness gage marked Woodcraft Supply Corp. and a rosewood tote for a Stanley 4 

1/2 and larger bench plane, comes with both mounting screws, has name snow lightly 

scratched into one side. 

______  541  Remington 8-inch scissors or shears, very good overall. 

______  542  Pair of claw hammers: Stanley SW with 14-oz head, good; and CHENEY with nail-holding 

spring loaded balls above the claw, will clean to very good. 

______  543  Pair of canvas saw scabbards, one for 24-inch blades and one for 26-inch blades, both very 

good. 

______  544  New old stock AMT 2-handed scorp, very good overall. 
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______  545  Lot of six assorted coping saws: F.P.M.; two NICHOLSON NO. 50 saws; unmarked with 

round steel frame; NICHOLSON N0. 60; and 

______  546  Lot: adjustable bench stop, very good; Millers Falls No. 188A push drill, complete and fine in 

original box, partial label; and box of SIMONDS RED TANG FILES, contains two original 

RED TANG SIMONDS one FLAT SMOOTH and one FLAT BASTARD; plus a Stanley 

Handyman No. 1545 with red painted handle, very good. 

______  547  Pair of wooden planes: homemade bullnose rabbet with steel nose plate, very good; and an 11 

1/4-inch gothic bead with replaced wedge, nice original blade, very good overall. 

______  548  Three wooden planes: VARVILL & SON YORK 18 round (hollow to you English blokes), 

complete and fine; A MATHIESON & SON GLASGOW round, good overall; and an 

ATKIN & SONS BIRMINGHAM 8-inch smoother, complete and fine. 

______  549  Fine wooden hags tooth router plane with 1/2-inch blade. 

______  550  H.K. Porter #3 bolt cutters, a few nicks in the blades, very good overall. 

______  551  PEXTO #44 1/2 bench shear, very good overall. 

______  552  Imperial Brass Mfg. tubing bender for 1/2-in. OD tubing, very good. 

______  553  Imperial Punch No. 8. manufactured by Whitne Metal Tool Co. Rockford, Ill Pat. Nov. 6, 

1923, comes with large lot of assorted dies (in separate photo) very good overall. 

______  554  Briegel Method Tool Co. No. 605 1/2 wrench, needs cleaning, very good overall. 

______  555  Pair of pipe cutters: the large one is unmarked; the smaller one is a RIDGED, both will clean 

to very good. 

______  556  Lot of soldering tools: six soldering irons including two that would need a gas supply; plus a 

crucible. 

______  557  Lot of 13 large pipe dies; two die stocks; and a large ratcheting tap handle, all very good. 

______  558  Pair of Jorgensen wooden furniture clamps with steel screws, very good overall. 

______  559  Keen Kutter KP200 pipe vise, very good overall. 

______  560  Large RIDGID No. 65-R pipe threader, has light rust, will clean to very good. 

______  561  NYE pipe vise (similar to the Keen Kutter) complete and very good. 

______  562  Massive RIDGID No. 4-P pipe threader, the largest and heaviest one we have seen or sold, 

has some light rust, will clean to very good. 

______  563  Pair of plumbers wipes used to create a dam on a cast iron pipe when pouring lead joints, 

only the second time we’ve seen such things. 

______  564  PEXTO turning machine, complete with stand, will clean to very good overall. 

______  565  Large heavy hollow mandrel stake used like an anvil to form and rivet stove or duct pipes. 

______  566  PEXTP Stow’s Columbian Curring Machine complete with stand. Will clean to very good.  

______  567  Ridgid No. 400A pipe threading machine, needs a new power cord as the original is cracked 

and taped with black tape, very good overall. 

______  568  Small Pittsburgh Machine by Lockformer Cap. 24-gage, Pat. 2,105,240, needs new power 

cord, very good overall. 

______  569  36-inch Roller with 22-gage soft steel capacity, has one small cast iron handle broken off that 

opens the top to release the end of the top roller, should not affect its functioning, very good 

overall. 

______  570  Ridgid pipe vise complete with three-legged stand, very good overall. 

______  571  Peck Stowe & Wilcox ACME No. 2 foot operated 30-inch sheet metal shear, very good 

overall. 

______  572  Briggs & Stratton Model N. horizontal shaft engine with kick starter, not frozen but will need 

exhaust and air filter. 

______  573  Lot: Three pipe or tube benders and two parallel clamps, clamps are marked VULCAN No. 

304; and benders are marked LEW FITTING CO. PAT. No. 2, 233,292; T&B HICKEY FOR 

EMT. 
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______  574  Large kerosene burner for heading up a lead pot comes spare burner fixture, covered with 

light to moderate rust. 

______  575  Millers Falls No. 24 deep throated hack saw, with light cleaning will be very good. 

______  576  Lot: tool for dressing sharpening stones; BONNEY 7/8 & 1-inch line wrench; three chisels; 

pair tinner’s pliers; and a PLUMB 7/8-inch combination wrench. 

______  577  Three assorted sharpening stones. 

______  578  Philad. Chain Block & Mfg. Co. 1-ton capacity chain hoist, very good (we used it to load the 

PEXTO foot-powered shear into an open trailer with, and it worked fine.) 

______  579  Three boxes of NOS Greenlee firmer chisel handles in original boxes, very good overall. 

______  580  Lot: E.C. Stearns adjustable hollow auger complete with depth stop, very good; and a large 

dowel or spoke pointer, also very well. 

______  581  Lot: B&C 12-inch screw adjusting nut wrench with steel handle, pitted, still in working 

condition; TRIMO 10-inch adjustable nut wrench, complete and very good; and a 

DESMOND HEX 1 grinding wheel dresser from URBANA Ohio, has worn out wheels in it 

now, but comes with set of replacement wheels, very good. 

______  582  Pair of B&C S-handle adjustable Crescent-type nut wrenches: 10-in. NO. 48, very good; and 

an 8-inch, very good. 

______  583  Pair of fencing tools: 10-inch multi plier with staple claw and hammer head, very good; and a 

wire twister marked BOWEN CABLE STAY FENCH CO. NORWALK OHIO, very good. 

______  584  Lot of five pliers including: KLEIN #333 8-inch with one broken handle; PR206; JAPAN 

nickel plated; and 10-inch THE BILLINGS, very good. 

______  585  Lot: pair of rusty lasting pliers; EIFEL-FLASH PLIERENCH; and a very good BILLINGS & 

SPENCER No. 1 adjustable spanner wrench, SEPT 1, 1903 patent, fine. 

______  586  Pair of rusty pig snouter tools including one that has DR MILLER PIG SNOUTER cast into 

handle, both are still usable. 

______  587  Lot of three wrenches: rusty 10-inch S-handle Crescent type that is frozen up and will take 

considerable work to free; 6-inch BARCALO S-handle Crescent-type, rusty, pitted and not 

currently operable; and an 8-inch adjustable nut wrench with pressed steel sliding lower jaw 

and center adjuster nut. 

______  588  Lot: three pair of rusty pliers: a lubricating clamp marked LUBROCLAMP, very good; two 

5-inch Billings pocket wrenches that have both been welded and ground; and a 5-inch 

adjustable Crescent-type wrench. 

______  589  Lot: Cable stretching clamp PAT MAY 2, 1916; thin open ended wrench 17/32 & 7/16; 

homemade T-handle screwdriver; cast T-handled square socket for turning on/off valves, 

very good; wooden handled ice pick; pair of brass specialty scissor-type plier or clamp; and a 

6-inch Stillson-type pipe wrench. 

______  590  BERYLCO non-sparking 1 1/16-inch pump wrench, very good. 

______  591  Lot: Five open-ended nut wrenches including two by SEARS. 

______  592  Stanley #78 duplex plane complete with fence and depth stop in a nice fitted wooden box 

with hinged lid, very good overall. 

______  593  Lot: wooden handled screwdriver; banana knife; EAGLE CLAW plier; stitching needle; 

nested screwdriver; and a T-handled 1/4-inch auger bit with wooden handle, very good. 

______  594  Lot: set of ignition or magneto wrenches in a mouse-chewed canvas pouch; and six assorted 

FORD automobile wrenches. 

______  595  Lot: clamping tool; hex shaped ratchet wrench with pressed steel body; BOG MFG 

CHICAGO offset ratchet with 5/8-inch socket, very good; and two 9-inch adjustable 

automotive wrenches one by MOORE DROP FORGING. 

______  596  Wooden tool box measures 25 1/2 X 9 X 9 with one removable wooden tray, and has handles 

on each end, very good. 
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______  597  THE KRAHN PUNCH CO. MILWAUKEE WIS. punch mounted to a wooden board, very 

good overall. 

______  598  TURNER NEW LINE brass blow torch with fine original wooden handle, fine overall. 

______  599  U.S.A. 3-lb. blacksmith turning hammer, marked WARNING WEAR SAFETY GOGGLES, 

like new; plus a 3-lb. hand sledge in orange paint, like new. 

______  600  Scarce R. FAIRCL0UGH & CO., 72 BYROM ST. LIVERPOOL coach maker’s rabbet plane 

with boat-shaped sole, fine overall. 

______  601  Millers Falls No. 1200 adjustable steel square with 12-inch scale, head has intact level vial, 

but is missing the scribe, very good overall; plus a rosewood handled stitching awl, very 

good. 

______  602  Pair of wooden planes: DEFOREST BIRMINGHAM screw-arm sash plane, complete and 

very good; and a W. CHANCE 3/8-inch side bead, complete and very good. 

______  603  Stanley HANDYMAN H1210 swiveling vise that can be attached to a table or workbench, 

fine overall. 

______  604  Pair of wooden planes: OHIO TOOL CO. No. 90, 1 1/4-inch nosing plane with single iron, 

very good overall; and an 8-inch horn plane with applied rosewood sole and rosewood 

wedge, nice BUCK BROS. blade with screw-adjusting cap iron, very good overall. 

______  605  Lot: homemade fixed sash plane; crude pair of wooden dividers; PEXTO PS&W 1 1/4-inch 

socket firmer chisel; molder with bad bug damage; wooden try square; 7-inch try and miter 

square; wooden smooth plane missing blade; and a wooden gutter plane that has a mortise for 

a rear handle, but handle is missing. 

______  606  Lot of fixer-upper planes: Stanley #40 scrub plane, just needs a blade and it’s good to go; 

plus six assorted iron block planes including an early Stanley with Excelsior-style body, very 

good overall. Seven planes in all. 

______  607  Lot of eight mostly fixer-upper planes: Craftsman duplex plane with intact fence/ no depth 

stop, very good overall; Stanley #192 iron rabbet that just needs a blade to complete, has 

depth stop and lever cap, very good; Stanley #190 iron rabbet that needs blade and lever cap 

and depth stop to complete; plus five assorted iron block planes including Keen Kutter 

KK110; and HSB REVONOC. 

______  608  Stanley #6 Type 11 iron fore plane, iron nearly spent, good low knob, tote spur is broken off, 

will make a good user. 

______  609  Pair of Stanley router planes: #71 has two holes drill in bed for adding a wooden bottom, 

good knobs, nice 1/2-inch blade, very good overall; and a #71 1/2 with 1/4-inch blade, fine 

screw adjuster, good knobs, very good overall. 

______  610  Scarce Stanley chamfer spokeshave with FEB. 27, 1883 patent date stamped into blade along 

with the Rule & Level Co. logo, appears to have been repainted, very good overall; and a #80 

scraper that needs a blade, can make your own out of an old saw blade. 

______  611  Pair of Stanley tongue & groove planes that need work or parts: #148 7/8-inch match plane 

has had one of the blade clamps broken off and brazed back on, need the tongue blade, good 

overall; and a #48 swinging fence T&G plane that is missing the pin and spring that secure 

the fence when it is in position. 

______  612  Stanley #50 light duty plow plane, nickel plated model with one intact nicker, intact beading 

stop, needs set of blades, very good overall; and a late Stanley #66 hand beader that needs 

blades. 

______  613  Unknown make 5-inch iron block plane, very good; plus a CRAFTSMAN or Millers Falls 3 

1/2-inch block plane with black bed and gray cap, very good. 

______  614  Sargent #105 tail-handled mini block plane, very good overall. 

______  615  Stanley #75 bullnose rabbet plane, complete and very good. 

______  616  Stanley #101 1/2 mini block plane with rounded bottom, red lever cap will easily clean to 

very good overall condition. This is the one favored by model, instrument, and clock makers. 
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______  617  Pair of mini block planes: #100 Stanley with red lever cap, light rust on blade, fine overall; 

plus an unknown make bullnose with owner-added wooden tail handle, very good. 

______  618  Unusual Stanley #95 edge trimming block plane, complete and very good. 

______  619  Stanley #46 skew bladed plow plane, later model with fence about 1/4 of the handle is broken 

away on the right side, comes with match blade and one depth stop, needs rear stop, slitter 

and rest of cutters. 

______  620  Three wooden planes for chamfering fiberboard siding, all very good. 

______  621  Lot of six assorted wooden molding planes: OHIO TOOL No. 41 3/16-inch center bead, 

chipped boxing, good overall; OHIO TOOL No. 41 1/4-inch center bead with holes in side 

for adding fence, missing wedge; AUBURN TOOL #12 hollow; J. CREACH complex 

molder with ill-fitting wedge; unknown make 5/8-inch match plane missing the plow blade 

and wedge; and an OHIO TOOL No. 37 3/8-inch side bead, very good. 

______  622  J.T. JONES EAGLE FACTORY PHILa unhandled screw-arm plow plane, missing one of the 

inner nuts, nice eagle logo, one iron included, good overall. 

______  623  Unknown purpose D.R. BARTON cove plane in a wooden frame. 

______  624  Lot of 10 wooden planes: nine assorted molding planes including Sandusky Tool No. 113 

twin iron 1 1/4-inch nosing plane missing one blade and wedge; FARLEY CHRISTMAN & 

CO. 3/8-inch dado with wooden depth stop intact nicker; OHIO No. 41 3/16-inch center 

bead, very good; matched No. 1 pair FARLEY CHRISTMAN & CO. (Ohio Tool No. 72) 

hollow and round; E. PRESTON 77 Richfields, Birm; and a CASEY & CO. AUBURN 

screw-arm tongue-cutting plank plane, serious thread chipping, handle spur is broken, can be 

restored. 

______  625  WARD or SEARS (Stanley) No. 45 combination plow plane, all three main sections; short 

rods, beading and depth stop, fine adjusting fence, fine overall condition with a double row 

box of 21 blades including one in plane. Needs long rods, cam, slitter, one blade, and one 

depth stop to complete, very good. 

______  626  D. BENSON ALBANY moving fillister plane with screw-adjusting depth stop, very good 

overall. 

______  627  Lot of 14 assorted wooden molding planes, only one is complete, the others are missing a 

blade, wedge or boxing, some unusual makers on a few. 

______  628  Craftsman rabbet & fillister plane similar to Stanley #78, complete with fence and depth stop, 

has rust to the exposed surfaces, will clean to good usable condition; comes with a clamp for 

the guide rods on a Stanley miter box. 

______  629  Unknown make #4 1/2C wide body smooth plane, has sat in a damp basement for years and 

is covered with rust, can be restored to usable condition. 

______  630  Stanley BEDROCK No. 605 1/2C wide jack plane, flat sides, BEDROCK lever cap, entire 

plane covered with light to moderate rust, there is patch of heavy rust on the sole, needs a 

very serious cleaning and front knob. 

______  631  Three rusty 14-inch iron jack planes: Sargent 414; Stanley #5 with hang hole in toe; and a 

Stanley #5C; all need a serious cleaning. 

______  632  Two rusty smooth planes: TRUSTWORTHY 9-inch; and Stanley #3 Type 11, both will clean 

to at least good usable condition. 

______  633  Two fixer upper Stanley #45 combination plow planes. 

______  634  Two wooden planes: Howland & Co. side rabbet with ill-fitting wedge and a big hole in top 

of stock above mouth, does not appear to be a repair; and a specialty plane faintly marked 

USE THIS PLANE FOR FITTING BURROWES’ PATENT SLIDING SCREENS, E.T. 

BURROWES & CO. MANUFACTURERS, PORTLAND, MAINE. IF SCREENS DO NOT 

RUN EASY, ??? SHALLOW GROVE A LITTLE WITH THIS PLANE. 

______  635  Three wooden molding planes that need blades, etc.; on left is a twin-iron Hunt & Wiseman 

St. Louis complex molding plane missing both blades and wedges, nice body and boxing; 
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OHIO TOOL No. 37 3/4-inch side bead missing blade; and an EDGERTON BUFFALO 

complex profile, missing blade. 

______  636  Four wooden molding planes all needing blades and one needing blade and wedge; 

ROSEBOOM CINCINNATI complex profile missing blade; Ohio Tool No. 59 1-inch 

missing blade; ??? ST. LOUIS side bead missing blade and wedge; and a rough JONES 

PHILAD side bead missing blade and wedge and chewed up along the outside bottom edge. 

______  637  Three levels: unknown make aluminum torpedo level, very good; a Stanley #259 with rust on 

the top plate and dry plumb vial; and 12-inch Stanley SW No. 104 with dry plumb vial. 

______  638  Five iron block planes including a complete Stanley #9 1/2; Stanley #220 missing front knob; 

Stanley #110; a Japanese? No. 110; and a Stanley #110-type with red lever cap and blue bed, 

no blade. 

______  639  Starrett 6-inch adjustable machinist square with intact level vial and scratch awl, has some 

light rust but will clean to very good. 

______  640  Lot: antique reloading tool; mortise bit; glass tubing cutter; and Eifel plier. 

______  641  Vintage pair of F.W. BAILEY M.D. CEDAR RAPIDS IOWA round safety glasses? 

______  642  Lot: Mohawk hand drill; small iron block plane with tail handle; and a small nickel plated 

Keen Kutter plumb bob with string. 

______  643  Old pair of safety glasses in original tin case. 

______  644  Early flat bladed screwdriver and a wooden coachmaker’s hollow plane, very good. 

______  645  Lot: four screwdrivers including a Reid Patent; Goodell Archimedes screwdriver; Continental 

Archimedes drill with loose head; rosewood handled awl; and a flat bladed KNAPP & 

COWLES screwdriver with rosewood handle. 

______  646  Large brass Preston-type plumb bob with steel tip and removable top, very good overall. 

______  647  Lot: four blacksmith made gouges, two with dramatic curves. 

______  648  Lot: two wooden planes: Wm. DON handled rabbet plane with broad chamfers, very good 

overall; and a wooden stair saw that has had the handle broken off and reattached, good 

overall; and a nice cam-locking slitting gage with 32-inch beam, very good overall. 

______  649  Lot of 11 blacksmith made screwdrivers, awls, etc. 

______  650  Lot: wedge-locking panel gage, very good overall; and a pair of wooden wedge-locking 

trammel points on a wooden beam, needs new wedges made, good overall. 
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